5. Marketing
5.1 Module Outcomes
By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:





Identify and select appropriate marketing channels for particular products
o Describe the difference between direct and indirect customers
o Explain the role of the distributor and other direct customers
o Describe the role of agents and how to appoint and use them in your marketing
Identify and select elements for your marketing communications
List at least three social media techniques to promote your busniess

5.2 Module Content: Marketing
5.2.1

Marketing Channels

Marketing is the process of providing the right product, at the right place, the right place and
right price.
Marketing seeks to maximize customer satisfaction by getting the marketing mix right, which
leads to the highest profits. Each variable in the marketing mix can be adjusted. The aim is to
achieve the most appropriate marketing mix.
1. Direct customers
Direct customers buy your product directly from you. Indirect customers buy your goods from
someone else further along the marketing.
•

Distributors buy and hold large stocks of a product. In return they are granted an exclusive
right to sell the product in a particular area or to a particular type of customer. They make
their profit from the difference between the price at which they buy from you and their
selling price to their customers, who are usually wholesalers.
Some distributors operate on consignment. They import a large consignment of goods but
do not pay for them immediately. The exporter has to wait for payment until part or all of
the consignment has been resold by the distributor.
The main advantage is the saving in cost, time and trouble that comes from dealing in large
consignment. Another advantage is a better profit margin, because the distributor pays you
a higher price for delaying payment until goods are resold. It can be useful, too, to have
large stocks of your product easily available in the export market.
Distributors operating on a consignment basis may resell the goods as quickly as possible
because it costs them money to keep the goods in the warehouse. However, some will not
work too hard to sell products that they have yet to pay for.

•

An Import house (which may be an import/export house dealing in two-way trade) may buy
your products as a direct customer. It may also act as an agent for a buyer in the same way
that your agents act for you in selling. Sales to import houses are usually single, complete
transactions. They do not normally enter into a contract for exclusive rights over a period as
a distributor does. In small markets where no other company can profitably deal in the same
products, an import house will have no competition.
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•

In some countries government departments buy products from other countries, often on a
long-term basis. For example, they may want certain quantity of rice to be delivered at
regular intervals over a period of five years. They could arrange contracts with furnishing
material.

•

Large Industrial companies often buy direct from producers. For example, a company in the
shipbuilding industry may place a contract covering the purchase of timber or furnishing
material.

•

Wholesalers may be direct customers. However, they are more likely to be indirect
customers who obtain their supplies through distributors. While wholesalers do not usually
have exclusive selling rights for the products they buy, they may have a commanding
position in a particular market and so have no competition.

•

Large retail stores may also buy direct from producers. Sometimes they may want exclusive
selling rights. They can be the most important of the buyers who visit supplying countries.
Sometimes several independent stores voluntarily establish a joint buying group and employ
a single buyer for the group.

•

Multiple stores (multiplies). Department stores and supermarkets are often multiples with a
central buying organization. Multiples are becoming increasingly important as direct
customers. Such buyers may be particularly interested in the way products are packaged and
presented as these should be attractive on store shelves. Some purchase in bulk and pack
the products in their own consumer packs.

2. Marketing channels
“Marketing channels,” What are they? They are the channels through which sales are
achieved and products are distributed.
A typical marketing channel would be the following: the exporter sells to a distributor who
sells to a few wholesalers. The products are then resold to retailers and from them to
consumers.
This is, however, only one of many possibilities. Study the following variations Figure 4.


The distributor or other large buying organization may also be a retailer. For example, a
large department store or chain of stores may have a central buying organization which
buys products for retail.



Industrial products usually have shorter marketing channels because the industrial enduser buys on a bigger scale. For example, a timber merchant may import direct from the
producer and sell direct to the building industry or saw mills. A larger shipbuilder may
import plywood direct from the manufacturer without going through any intermediary.



All production and marketing functions may be carried out by the organization. For
instance, a tea company may own plantations, process the tea and pack, ship and
redistribute it to its own warehouses. It may even have its own retail outlets.
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Figure 8 Variations in Marketing Channels

Whether they are carried out by one organization or by several, the functions performed by
the marketing channels shown in figure above are essential to an export marketing effort.
We must study marketing channels because we need to understand how our product flows
from us to the end-user. We should be aware of the many influences on that flow. We need
to appreciate the importance of the role if intermediaries in getting our product to the enduser and ensuring that we are paid a reasonable price. Using the proper marketing channels
improves the efficiency of our selling.
The primary function of a channel is to reduce the following costs :
 Contacting costs, which you would have to bear if you had to contact end-users directly
 Assorting costs, which you would have to incur if you were to assort a package to meet
the needs of end-users or retailing outlets
 Transaction costs, because of fewer transactions with fewer contacts.
These are your benefits, but you have to pay for them in terms of profit sharing. What
happens is that the risk of the goods not being sold is taken over by the distributor or the
wholesaler. For taking this risk, it cuts into the profit of the exporter. Clearly, the longer the
channel, i.e. the larger the number of elements in the channel, the less profit accrues to the
exporter. If exporters were to market their goods to end-users by means of their own
Salesforce, they would reap all the profit. However, this may be physically impossible or the
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costs may rise so high as to reduce, or even eliminate, profit margins. Exporters therefore
have to balance the costs and benefits of employing a marketing channel instead of selling
on their own, and to keep that question constantly under review.
Sometimes a new exporting SMME may be tempted to leave everything in the hands of an
established exclusive “distributor. By doing this, the SMME learns nothing about consumer
reactions to its product. Furthermore, the entire initiative for increasing market share rests
with the distributor. The SMME avoids risk, but may end up paying a heavy cost for doing so.
There are recognizable criteria for determining the length of a channel. Usually, if
- The price is high
- The life span of the product is long
- The service requirements are high
- The technical requirements are complex
- The turnover is low
then the length of the channel is short. The reverse is also true.
When profit distribution within a channel is not related to the amount of risk taken or
functions performed conflict between the elements in the channel results. As for channel
performance, the objective is to try for cooperation within the channel rather than for
conflict.
Striving for the largest profit share does not by itself lead to conflict. Normally the channel
leader claims a larger share of profits because of its innovative role in product development,
promotion, provision of services and credit facilities, etc. In general, therefore, the exporter
should take up the role of channel leader. In addition to obtaining a larger share of the
profits, the exporter will then be stimulated to carry out more market research and to add
value to its export products.
3. Export Agents
• When do you need an agent?
Imagine that you have had some success in personal selling to visiting buyers or during sales
visits abroad, but now feel the next step is to have someone selling for you in a selected export
market. Or you may feel that you need on-the-spot help in establishing your marketing channels,
for example in finding and working with distributors or wholesalers.
You cannot spend a great deal of time on export selling yourself because of your responsibilities
to your business at home. The idea of a full-time travelling salesperson may seem attractive at
first. But it is probably not economic to make such an appointment as a first step in exporting.
Furthermore, if you appointed one of your sales executives to handle this, it would take this
executive time before he or she gets to know the export market well enough to sell successfully.
In such situations, it is usual to appoint an agent. An agent is a person or firm that handles
negotiations on your behalf. An export agent is simply an agent who is active in your export
market. Agents work on the basis of commissions and do not assume your risks. Contrast this
with a distributor who, being a direct customer, pays you for the goods you supply and takes
over the risk of further marketing. In this manual, we use the word “agent” and the word
“distributor” to refer to quite separate activities; do not confuse one term for the other.
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• Finding your agent
There are good agents and bad ones; and even some good ones may not be suitable for your
products or for your prospective customers. When selecting agents, check that:
• They are respectable business representatives
• They are not representing a competing producer
• They have the organizational structure and the facilities necessary to do a good job they have
serious long-term interest in your product and are not handling too many other products
• They are experienced in your type of product and market area and have established
connections
Finding, appointing and using an agent needs careful thought and planning. You first need a list of
possible agents for your particular product. Your own embassy abroad or local chambers of
commerce can probably supply you with that. You can then write to these possible agents,
explain your requirements and ask if they are available to handle your product.
From the replies you can prepare a short list of the most suitable agents. If possible, visit each of
them personally. In any case, obtain references from others, particularly from other firms that
the agent represents and, if possible, from some customers.
It is very important that your relationship with your agent is clear. Your formal agreement should
cover the following points in a way that makes misunderstandings impossible:
 A clear indication of who is the agent and who is the exporter and the purpose of the
agreement
 A clear description of the products covered by the agreement (bearing in mind that you may
wish to appoint a different agent for different products later on).
 A clear definition of the territory to be covered (for example, “the whole of Kenya” or the
eastern seaboard States of the United States”)
 The duties of the agent in terms of publicity and the publicity back-up you will provide.
 The duties of the agent. Will the agent merely process orders? Or will he/she also handle
import licenses and exchange control requirements? Will the agent work on a del credere
basis. E.g. guarantee that you get payment from your customers in return for a higher
commission?
 Payment and payment methods. For example, what is the commission? Will the commission
and any other payment be made on all orders received from the sales territory, whether they
are placed through the agent or directly with you?
 The duties of the exporter (for example on prices and terms of delivery).
 The type of market information to be supplied to the agent
 Which of you will pay for operating expenses such as those for cables, telephone calls and fax
messages.
 The duration of the agreement and the way of cancelling it
 The law governing the agreement and the method of arbitration between you in the event of
any dispute.
 Method of paying agents
It is usual for an agent to be paid on a commission basis. The commission is normally a
percentage of the value of the goods sold and for which you have received payments from the
customer. Because of this, agents are sometimes called “commission agents”. It is difficult to
generalize about rates of commission. They may vary from less than 1% to more than 15%
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according to the nature of the market and the sales problems. For contracts covering a large
volume of commodities to be delivered over a fairly long period, the agent’s commission may be
under 1%. At the other extreme, an agent might bet a commission of 15% for small orders for
handicrafts.
Sometimes you will have an agreement with your agents to pay them a commission on all orders
received from customers in their territory regardless of whether orders are actually placed
through them. Whatever type of agreement you have, agents should always be told about orders
received direct from customers so that they can follow up and possibly obtain repeat orders. You
and your agent should also let each other have copies of all correspondence with customers.
 Appointing your agent
When you have found your agent, it is important to have a clear written agreement with him or
her. This must cover all the points that are potential sources of difficulty or disagreement in the
future.
• Relationship with your agent
To get the best out of your agents you should regard them as part of your organization.
Whichever export market they are in, you should make sure that they are made to feel they
belong to your firm. They cannot otherwise be expected to sell your products enthusiastically.
You should:
 Make your agents proud to represent you
 Treat them as well as your own staff
 Listen to what they can tell you about their local markets
 Remember that they will be working for other exporters and that you cannot expect full-time
service from them.
It is also worth bearing in mind the following practical do’s and don’ts in developing your
relationship with agents:
Table 4: Dos and Don't For Hiring an Agent

Developing your relationship with agents: “do’s”

Developing relationship with agents:
“don’ts”
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Remember even in times of stress that they are part of
your company
Give them all the information available on your
products, especially new products being developed,
and ask for their views on the market potential of these
products
Help them to sell, especially by providing information
on successful new ways of selling developed by agents
in other countries
Put them in touch with any likely customers you have
heard about
Invite them to visit your company, and treat them like
guests
Always invite their assistance in preparing market plans
Give them copies of all your correspondence with
customers in their markets






Do not send the circular letters; treat
them as individuals
Do not ask far too much information
unless you pay extra for it; an agent’s
primary task is to sell
Do not expect instant success, but do not
forget him/her
Do not allow someone in your
organization to contact your agents
without an introduction

5.2.2

Market Communications

We have looked at ways of selecting a target market for your product. Now we have to consider how
to hit that target surely and effectively – how to communicate with it so that the market knows
about your product and is persuaded to buy it.
Marketing communications means all the ways of sending sale-oriented messages to the people in
the market we wish to influence (the target audience).
Advertising means purchasing space or time in a medium in order to present a message.
A medium is a means of sending messages. The word “media” is simply the plural of “medium”.
Examples of media range from television to matchboxes to direct mail.
For the sake of simplicity, we sometimes use the word publicity to refer to all forms of marketing
communications other than personal selling. But in the world of marketing the word “publicity”
often has more specific meaning: placing messages in the media by means other than paid
advertising.
1. Reaching your target audience
Personal selling is the most direct and usually the most effective means of communication. But
obviously we can reach only a limited number of people in this way. Personal selling is the method
most likely to obtain sales orders from direct customers.
But usually you will want to influence people all along the marketing channel, all the way to the enduser. This could mean reaching tens, hundreds, or even millions of individuals. Personal selling
obviously could not do this job; you would have to use advertising, publicity or other means of
marketing communications that can reach people in large numbers and, if need be, over great
distances.
But you must be careful. While such forms of marketing communications can be powerful aids, they
can also be a waste of money if they are badly planned or wrongly aimed.

Figure 9: Bushfire Festival - a major national Annual event to showcase your products
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2. Identifying your target audience
The first step in planning effective marketing communications is to identify your target
audiences – the people who really count in achieving your goals. You cannot simply aim publicity
at a vaguely defined “public” and an expect order to result. Examples of target audiences are
retailers who handle your type of product, whom you want to encourage to stock your line;
industrial buyers who use your kind of product (not all industrial buyers); agents who are in
related businesses and might be interested in handling your line; particular groups of consumers
(not consumers in general), such as consumers in an area where you have just established retail
distribution, or consumers of a particular sex and income group or with specific interests – if
these are the type of consumer most likely to buy your product.
Find the best media and techniques to reach it economically and in the most suitable way. Your
objective should be to avoid waste by picking the most specialized media possible.
Simultaneously, you should consider which media are most suitable in qualitative terms for your
particular purpose. For example, it may be important to show your product in good colour
reproduction, or to present along, detailed story, or to make a strong impression with your
brand name.

Very often, the choice of methods will be a compromise between:
 Reaching the target audience most precisely
 Using the most effective means in physical terms
 Your budget
Moreover, you will usually have to compromise on your target audience. You cannot afford to reach
all target audiences of possible use to you. It is far better to establish priorities and to concentrate
on reaching a limited target audience effectively than to spread your communications effort so
thinly that it has no impact to anyone.
3. Communications techniques
Now let us look at the most important communications techniques and media available.
Direct advertising is marketing communications that can be aimed at named customers. The most
obvious examples are direct mail, sales literature, and samples and gifts.
Sales literature consists of printed materials containing information on your product and your
company, including leaflets, catalogues and price lists.
The great advantage of sales literature is that people can read it when convenient. When you make
personal visits to customers or when they visit your stand at a trade fair, you can leave something
that will remind them of your product. Well –designed sales literature presented during a sales visit
can also have a favourable effect on a prospective buyer who has been difficult to persuade. It is
important, though, that you face the fact that leaflets must be well designed and that you must be
prepared to spend money for this purpose. Very often, your customer will judge you and your
products by the quality and appearance of your sales literature.
Direct mail advertising is the sending of material, including sales literature, through the mail/email
to selected or prospective customers.
It enables you to reach in a low-cost way only your prospects, whereas press or broadcast
advertisements are seen by everyone who reads that part of the paper or is tuned in to the
broadcast. With direct mail there is much less “waste” in terms of delivering your message to the
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wrong people. Direct mail is not only a good means to communicate with customers when you are
not able to see them but is also effective as back-up or follow-up to personal selling or trade fairs
and trade missions. You can use your own list of contacts, or you can buy lists of every conceivable
type of trader or other customer. Direct mail is a compromise between personal selling and more
general publicity. The cost per contact and the impact lie between the two extremes. The following
are some ways in which direct mail can be made as effective as possible:


First select your target market – the types of customer you wish to contact in this way.



You will then need a list of names and addresses. In most countries such lists can be drawn up
from directories of importers or obtained from agents. Post offices sometimes provide lists and
so might your chamber of commerce. Direct mail agencies in developed countries also have
carefully selected lists and will undertake your direct mail work for you, or provide you with
addressed labels.



Direct mail should always be sent to a named person in a company, when you make lists, make
sure the person most likely to be interested is addressed by name. Most companies make their
own lists as they get to know individuals and identify good customers among them. You should
do this yourself as you increase your sales in other countries. Lists that you build up yourself
from your own experience are nearly always better than those obtained from someone else.



You must then decide what you will send to the person on your mailing list – what kind of leaflet
and in which language, what do you wish to say about your product and how will you persuade
them to buy it?



Where direct mail is used by itself it is important to include a reply form asking for more
information or inviting a personal contact, so that u can follow up.

Samples and gifts can be used to promote exports to other countries and, in many markets, are
extremely important part of publicity.
Samples are useful because they give customers a chance to see or try the product. For example, if
you are trying to export coffee, prospective customers can be sent free samples, on the basis of
which they may decide to purchase your coffee, sampling is often done in stores, for instance with
free cups of coffee.
If you exhibit at a trade fair you may give away samples to visitors to your stand, an excellent way of
attracting people to a stand. If you are on a personal sales visit abroad, you can have samples sent
over to you, and offer them to your prospects so that they can see the quality of your products.
In direct mail a sample of a product is sometimes included with the literature. Another way is to
offer samples to visitors when they come to see you; an example is a small packet of coffee to take
away.
Remember, though, that samples cost money, so allow for them in your publicity budget.
Gifts are not quite the same thing as samples, because a gift does not have to be the product you are
exporting. Gifts are sometimes in the form of calendars, pens, diaries and key-rings. If possible your
gift should have some connection with your product or company; for example your company name
should be printed upon it. Gifts are usually given on special occasion.
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If visitors come to your country, you may like to give them a gift to take away with them so that they
will remember you when they return to their country. An example is a small piece of pottery.
Gifts are charges on the publicity budget and have to be paid for. They help good relations, but they
seldom directly result in sales.

Figure 10: Processed Food Products from Eswatini Kitchen ready for Export

Trade fairs and exhibitions. The purpose of trade fairs and exhibitions is to attract the customer to
you! Trade fairs can be a very valuable marketing communications tool for exporters. The presence
of other people in your trade is one of the major advantages of specialized trade fairs as it gives you
a chance to examine the products of your competitors.
Trade fairs are a means for increasing exports. They involve foreign exchange expenditure and the
use of your skilled staff. They must result in a good volume of sales; failure to achieve that mans a
wastage of resources.
You must consider trade fairs in relation to the total marketing mix and any decision to exhibit
should therefore be based on careful analysis.
Once you have decided to take part in a trade fair, the planning process must start. This includes
setting up a planning guide, a detailed timetable and a budget. Unless each of these steps is carried
out properly, the participation can end in embarrassing confusion, and cost far more than
anticipated. Experience has shown that the following basic rules help keep these projects on track:
 One person should be made responsible for the entire operation as coordinator or project
manager.
 Each task and responsibility should be identified at the outset. The time necessary for each
should be estimated and their sequence determined.
 Based on this analysis, a consolidated working plan should be drawn up as early as possible, with
clear deadlines.
 The persons or outside contractors to be made possible for carrying out each task should be
identified
 Ample lead times should be allowed – the longer these the better.
 Regular revision should be scheduled to spot any problems and to compensate for delays before
they disrupt preparations.
There are various ways of planning for an exhibition. Many organizations draw up network analysis
diagrams, which help show the connections between the various activities and the critical deadlines.
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But whatever method is used, the basic procedure is such critical dates as the deadline for applying
for space and shipping dates. A suggestion for a timetable follows.
A detailed budget should be drawn up as soon as possible after the decision is made to enter a trade
fair. Although it will probably be necessary to wait for quotations and other information before all
the items can be filled in with any exactness, a fairly close figure for the total costs must be obtained
on time.
The planning timetable should provide for a periodic review and revision of the budget so that
timely adjustments can be made in case of costs overruns. It is a good idea to add 15% for
contingencies to the estimates for the major items.
Pre-fair promotion is vital and has two basic objectives:
 To inform the target group that you will be exhibiting at the fair
 To motivate individuals in this group to come to your stand
The techniques for achieving these objectives include: audience identification, preparation of
promotional literature, direct contact through the mail, personal contact by telephone or by visits,
press releases and contacts with the press, advertising and receptions.
Offer something that will draw the visitor’s attention (e.g. play traditional music) and attract them to
your stand.
During the trade fair, manning your stand is critical.
Eswatini Investment Promotion Authority often help SMMEs to prepare for trade fairs and
exhibitions in neighbouring countries. Besides offering technical and financial assistance, they often
organize such participation, thus further reducing the cost for each company. You should therefore
contact them if you wish to participate in a fair and see if you can get help from them.
Point of purchase. Point-of-purchase (POP) activities embrace a variety of promotional tools used in
the retail outlet, that is, at the point of purchase. They include display materials, special events,
demonstrations and samples.
Point-of-purchase promotion can be a most effective marketing communications tool because it
influences the consumer at the moment of choosing a product.
POP is usually combined with other marketing techniques. The latter include offering retailers
incentives to persuade them to use your display materials or newspaper advertising that alerts
consumers to an in-store promotion.
Mass media. These are media that reach most of the public. Because advertising rates are based in
part on the number of individuals reached by a medium, advertising in mass is usually expensive.
The cost may be justified if your target audience is the general public (or large segments of it). Even
if your target audience is not the general public but a specialized group (such as industrialists), the
most effective available means of reaching them may be the mass media. Examples of Mass media
are newspapers, consumer magazines, Television, Radio, cinema, posters etc
Many of the media described above can be used only by buying space or time. But there is another
way to get your message into some of the media, i.e. using the techniques of public relations to
obtain editorial publicity.
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Editorial publicity is news and information about your company or product appearing in media such
as newspapers, magazines, television and radio as non-advertising matter. The trade press is the
most promising medium for this publicity effort, because it publishes news related to its readers’
specialized business interests.
Editorial publicity is sometimes called “free” publicity to distinguish it from paid advertising in the
media, but good editorial publicity that puts your company or your product in a favourable light is
seldom “free” . It usually the result of a carefully planned press relations campaign organized by an
outside specialist such as a public relations consultant, and therefore costs some money.
Editorial publicity supports all your other promotional efforts. It can be a highly effective and
inexpensive way of reaching your target audience. One way of getting editorial publicity is through
press releases – the feeding of information to the media. Another way is through personal contacts
with editors, holding press receptions, and organizing visits to your facilities.

5.2.3

Social Media

Definition
The global growth and development of information communication technology has seen the explosion
in social communication and networking. This has its origin in the development of the World Wide
Web in the nineties and has gained significant momentum as a business tool in the past five years.
Social media is used to describe different techniques of social interaction and communication on the
internet. Its popularity and growth has been fuelled in part on the availability on cell phone technology
allowing people to have constant links with their social partners and friends. Outlets such as Facebook,
LinkedIn, Whatsapp, MySpace, Instagram and Twitter have widespread, worldwide use and
popularity. According to Facebook’s Press Room statistics, there are over 300 million Facebook active
users worldwide, and more than six billion minutes are spent each day, by users, online (Facebook,
2009). The allure of social networking is tremendous, making it possible for people to connect globally,
with ease and free of charge.
Social Media Tools
Many small and medium sized businesses utilize social media as a marketing tool because it costs
less or nothing and it reaches a large audience. These social networking sites links peoples through
their business sites and personal connections as well as opening up social network of your links. This
therefore provides opportunities for you to obtain business leads, including identifying potential
buyers for your products. Here are examples of Social media tools:


“TheFacebook.com” started in 2004 at Harvard University, as a personal network between
students. It quickly extended to other universities and then in 2005, it became Facebook.com,
garnering worldwide recognition. The company’s overview states, “Facebook’s mission is to give
people the power to share and make the world more open and connected. Millions of people
use Facebook every day to keep up with friends, upload an unlimited number of photos, share
links and videos, and learn more about the people they meet.”
Fan pages are becoming increasingly popular on the Facebook site. This is a page made by a
business, cause, or individual that users may connect to as a fan. The fan page is then displayed
through an individual’s profile to his connections, and that individual may encourage his
connections to also connect to the fan page. A fan page allows for an individual to post information
about her business separately from her personal page.
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For users in search of a business networking platform, LinkedIn.com is a professional social
media website. First launched in 2003, users may add business contacts, provide
recommendations and create a strong business network. The LinkedIn mission states,
“Relationships Matter” and that “Your professional network of trusted contacts gives you an
advantage in your career, and is one of your most valuable assets” (LinkedIn, 2009). LinkedIn
provides value to the small business because it allows for an individual to share professional
information with people he does business with, and make contacts with an associate’s network
through introductions or an InMail function.



Twitter.com is a combination of previous networking sites. It is a mini blog that has the ability of
active updating to Facebook, which also has SMS or instant-messaging capabilities. The original
concept of Twitter was “initially inspired by the concept of an ‘away-message’ merged with the
freedom and mobility of [Short Messaging Service] SMS. Twitter began as an experiment in
2006. When value as an instant communication network during shared events like earthquakes,
conferences, and festivals emerged, Twitter began to grow” (Milstein, 2009). The goal of a tweet
is to get a point across in 140 characters. Twitter allows individuals and businesses to broadcast
an announcement or status in real time. It enables users to pick who’s information they want to
follow, who they want to allow to follow them, and if they want to be a part of any groups that
they might find interesting.

Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter are just a sample of social media formats available to today’s
Internet users. Through social media, individuals and businesses find a way to connect on a virtual
platform. “People spend hours surfing pages, checking out other members, and exchanging
messages and they reveal a great deal of information about themselves. Businesses harvest this
information to create carefully targeted promotions that far surpass the typical text and display ads
found on the web. They also use the sites to interact with potential customers.
Application
 Social media is a popular marketing medium for small businesses because it costs little to
nothing. Small businesses have limited advertising budgets, and social media provides a free
venue for marketing.
 Social media provides an interactive forum for the small business to “meet” its customers. In
traditional advertising, the advertiser broadcasts to an audience, but does not get immediate
feedback. Social media facilitates a conversation between the small business and its customers.
 Social media provides a forum where businesses may start a conversation with potential clients,
creating a relationship that allows for both the business and customer to decide if and when
they will do business together.
 Social media allows businesses to decide whom they want to advertise to, essentially picking out
their niche market.
o On Facebook through a profile they can provide information to friends & family, with the
creation of a fan page they can push it a bit further as friends of friends view profiles.
o Twitter allows a business to be selective on who gets messages, or a business can join
groups to help get their name out there.
o LinkedIn allows businesses to connect through their colleagues, so that they are only
offering their services to those already a part of their network.
 Social media provides a means to communicate directly with friends and friends’ friends, rather
than casting a wide net. As friends of friends also connected to the page, businesses can learn
more about the potential clients by looking at their profile information or asking friends and
family about the person.
 Search engine optimization (SEO) is a benefit of social media presence. As search engines
continue to evolve, small businesses benefit from appearing in unsponsored search links (links
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that were not paid for), because the more presence a small business has on the Internet, the
more likely it will appear in a keyword search.
Observation
 The interactive relationships developed between customers and businesses through social
media provide businesses with a competitive advantage. When used wisely, social media
enables the small business to gather information about and respond to customer needs faster
than through traditional marketing.
 Find a social media tool that is manageable and positively reflects the product or service you
offer. When a business does not select the correct avenue, the advertising may lose value or
tarnish a company’s image.
 Once a small business selects an appropriate social media platform, it should make initial
connections with people already familiar with the company or product. If a small business asks
current customers to add the fan page to their social media, not only will other customers see it,
but their friends and other contacts will see it as well. This phenomenon of obtaining business
through social networking is called “word-by-mouse” rather than word-of-mouth advertising.
 A business owner must make the decision on how much or how little online exposure he desires
to obtain. On Facebook, business owners may elect to steer current and potential customers to a
fan page. The fan page gains a following through word-of-mouse networking, and a dedicated
business page will keep the focus on the business, rather than the business owner’s personal
information.
 Social media users must also remember that once they publicize their pages, it is open to anyone
that performs a web search. Business owners should perform frequent searches on Google and
Yahoo search engines to observe what content are in the public forums. A business owner may
also elect to receive email or mobile text alerts when their name or their business’ name makes
a new appearance in a search engine.
 For a new business trying to create a presence on social media site, like Twitter, online resources
can also help.
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5.2.4

Activities

Question 1:
Read and comment of the following agreement?
The Agreement
This agreement is between the Garment Company (the manufacturer) and Mr Y. Evirgen of
Ankara, Turkey (the agent).
1. The manufacturer hereby appoints the agent as his representative in Turkey (the
territory) with effect from January 1st next.
2. The product covered all leather garments manufactured by the manufacturer any time
during the currency of the agreement. Any other products that may subsequently be
manufactured by the manufacturer are not covered by this agreement and would have to
be the subject of a separate agreement.
3. The agreement is to run for a trial period of one year, and may be terminated on
December 31st next year at the option of either party provided notice is delivered to the
other party by October 31st or before. Thereafter the agreement may be terminated by
either party by written notice delivered to the other at least one year before the proposed
date of termination.
4. The agent agrees to devote his best efforts to promoting the sales of the manufacturer’s
products, and not to accept any agency or otherwise to promote the product of a
competitive or potentially competitive product unless specifically permitted to do so by
the manufacturer.
5. The manufacturer agrees to pay the agent a commission at the rate of 5% of the ex-works
value of all orders, for leather garments received and accepted during the period of his
appointment for delivery into the territory, whether or not the order were sent direct by
the agent. Such commission will be paid only when goods have been paid for by
customers, and payments are to be made in arrears quarterly. The manufacturer further
agrees to inform the agent of all inquiries received and other dealings it may have with
the territory.
6. The manufacturer will supply the agent free of charge with reasonable supplies of
publicity material and samples. Any samples or publicity material not disposed of with
the agreement of the manufacturer are to remain the property of the manufacturer and
are to be returned to the manufacturer at his own expense at the termination of the
appointment.
7. The agent will pay for all travelling, office, stationery, postage and administrative
expenditure within the territory. Any advertising will be paid for by the manufacturer will
be paid for by the manufacturer at his discretion when it has been authorized by him.
8. The manufacturer shall reimburse the agent for nay expenses involved in visiting the
manufacturer’s country if the agent is requested by the manufacturer to make such a
visit. During any such visit, the agent will devote himself wholly to the business of the
manufacturer unless specifically permitted to do otherwise.
Signed on behalf of garment Company:
Peter Smith, Managing Director

Signed: Y. Evirgen, Agent
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Witnessed:
Date:
Witnessed:
Date:

Question 2: Questionnaire on deciding whether to exhibit
Trade Fairs and Exhibitions – Questions
Question
Have you identified your priority products? No?
• Identify them (then go to question 2) Yes? Go to question 2
1. 2. Have you identified priority markets for each priority product?
• No? Identify them (then go to question3) Yes? Go to question 3
2. 3. Does this market have high priority?
• No? Do not exhibit there unless you have already covered the priority
markets. Yes? Go to question 4
3. 4. Has the potential for your products in this market been appraised?
• No? Conduct market research (then go to question 5) Yes? Got to question 5
4. 5. Do your products meet market standards?
• No? Do not exhibit unless they can be adapted in time for the fair. Yes? Go to
question 6
5. 6. Will the product be available in sufficient quantity?
• No? Do not exhibit Yes? Go to question 7
6. 7. Has a marketing strategy been decided and a budget established?
• No? Decide on the best marketing mix (then go to question 8) Yes? Go to
question 9
7. 8. Does your marketing communications mix include exhibiting?
• No? Do not exhibit. Yes? Go to question 10
8. 9. Is the trade fair suitable?
• No? do not enter it. Seek an alternative fair. Yes? Go to question 10
9. 10. Do the exhibiting costs fit the budget?
• No? Use media that you can afford Yes? Go to question 11
10. 11. Is suitable stand space available?
• No? Do not exhibit unless you can overcome the disadvantage by pre-fair
promotion. Yes? proceed to planning stage

Yes

No

1.

Here are some notes on the above questions.
Question 2. It makes no sense to undertake costly promotional activities like participating in trade fairs until you
have decided what products you should promote and in which markets.
Question 3. If a market is not a priority market, money would probably be spent more effectively in another
market.
Question 4. Even if a foreign country imports large quantities of the product you wish to export, it does not follow
automatically that you will be able to sell your product there. Your price may be too high; transport costs may be
prohibitive; you may not enjoy preferential tariff treatment; competition may be too tough;. Situations of this
kind may not be evident until you have gone beyond the bare import statistics and undertaken some market
research.
Question 5. Your product may be suitable and competitive I its essential aspects but may not meet certain
standards in such areas as sizing, labelling, colour, taste, packaging or quality control. Showing products that are
not up to standard could cause potential buyers to lose interest and possibly become prejudiced against you as a
supplier. Rather than risk such a negative reaction, it would be wiser to wait until the product is made right before
introducing it to the market.
Question 6. It may be that you cannot produce enough to meet the delivery requirements of large buyers. Your
market research should have indicated whether or not this is likely to be the case; if the situation is likely, there
would be no point in exhibiting.
Question 7 and 8. Even if you have established that a market has great potential for your product, exhibiting at a
trade fair is not necessarily the most cost-effective way to penetrate that market. Exhibiting may shift money
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away from the promotional activities that can produce better results. For example, making a series of individual
sales class on large buyers may be more fruitful.
Obviously, before you can make a sensible decision on going into an exhibition, you must first have studied the
market and how it works., defined your marketing problems, selected the best ways of solving them with your
financial means, and allocated budget provisions to the various elements of your marketing strategy. Having done
all this, it would be foolish to decide to go into a trade fair if this was not in accord with your marketing strategy
and if it would disrupt your budget.
Question 9. Your marketing strategy may call for exhibiting at a trade fair. But is this fair the best one? Does it
attract your target audience – the people from the business sectors you wish to reach, from the right level of
distribution, from the right companies. Are they really buyers? Is there a better fair?
Answering these questions requires some research (such as talking to some wholesalers). If you find that the fair
you are considering is not suitable and that there is no alternative fair, you would probably be better off using
another marketing communications technique than going into the fair.
Question 10. The cost of going

Question 3:
a. Discuss the various Social medium platforms that you are currently using.
b. How useful is it to your business?
c. Open a face-book account if you have not got one already?
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